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Tim Robinson being attended to by
the RNLI and Coastguards. PHOTO: Paula Robinson

Lyme Regis Lifeboat “Spirit of Loch Fyne”

The RNLI really is important to people in the Derby area……….
I occasionally have the opportunity to meet volunteer Lifeboat crew members and Lifeguards and I am always amazed at
their humble nature about what they do which can, as we know, often put their own lives at great risk, to rescue others.
They are all selfless and provide unconditional help to others at vital, often life-endangering times.
It is rare, however, for me to meet someone who has been rescued through the combined efforts of the RNLI and
Coastguard Services. One such person is Tim Robinson who lives in our community. Along with Jean Dobson, I met Tim
when, in January, the Branch had been invited to make a presentation to the Wednesday Coffee Club, who, at the
beginning of the year, had generously nominated the RNLI to be their charity of the year in 2018 (more of that later in this
review). Tim attended that presentation and, upon its conclusion, was invited to tell his story about the RNLI. So, before
my Review of the City of Derby Branch’s year, I now wish to share Tim’s story here. I do so simply to remind everyone of
the fact that the services provided by the RNLI really do have a relevance to those living in our land-locked community.
In January 2017, Tim, who has served in the TA, was on holiday with his wife in Dorset when he suffered an accident. Late
on their first afternoon there, they had parked up at Seatown, near Lyme Regis. Tim decided to walk, alone, via the stony
and rocky beach, towards the beauty spot of Golden Cap two miles away, leaving his wife - and mobile phone - in the car.
Whilst walking on the rocky beach, Tim fell. It was 4.20pm and, in January, it was getting dark. He sustained a double
break to one of his legs. As the tide was coming in, he dragged himself off the rocks and crawled along the shingle beach
back towards Seatown. It took Tim nearly three hours to crawl three-quarters of a mile before he was discovered by his
wife who had gone looking for him after becoming concerned. With no mobile phone on him Tim had been using his
pocket torch, which he did happen to have with him, to make SOS signals, in the hope that someone might see him. He
was relieved when a distant light made a similar signal in response. It was his wife and she eventually found Tim by
following the faint light of his torch. After doing so, she returned to Seatown to raise the alarm before going back to her
husband whilst Officers from the West Bay Coastguard team responded and the Lyme Regis RNLI lifeboat was launched.
Soon after, the Lifeboat arrived and two RNLI crew members swam ashore with a waterproof first aid kit, including
oxygen. The now foggy weather made it impossible for the coastguard rescue helicopter to help, so the Lifeboat beached
nearby and Tim was taken, by the Lifeboat, to Lyme Regis. The boat had to go slowly to make the trip as comfortable as
possible, reaching Lyme Regis at 8.30pm, four hours after Tim’s accident occurred. From there Tim was taken to hospital.
Afterwards, Richard Broome, helm of Lyme Regis Lifeboat, said: “He was in quite a bit of pain by the time we got to him”.
To me, Tim’s story proves that The City of Derby Branch is right to do all we can to help those in our area support the RNLI
Royal National Lifeboat Institution, a charity registered in England and Wales (209603) and Scotland (SC037736)
Registered charity number 20003326 in Republic of Ireland

2018 – A busy year for the City of Derby Branch……….
It is, sadly, a fact that too many lives are still lost each year from drowning, either in our coastal waters or, indeed, inland
waters - in June, a young man drowned in the River Derwent in Derby. The RNLI’s ‘Respect the Water’ and ‘Float to Live’
campaigns are both aimed at educating
the public as to the dangers associated
with all stretches and areas of water and
of the effect of cold water shock. With
this in mind, the Branch was particularly
pleased to once again attend the Findern
Fete at which we were able to hand out
safety leaflets. We also had the
opportunity to talk to those attending
about the unpredictable nature of water,
just prior to the main summer school
holiday period. Thanks to Martin Wyatt
and Alan Whitaker for their efforts both
prior to and on the day (a blisteringly hot
Martin Wyatt and Alan Whitaker, with Murphy (top left) sheltering from
one during last year’s summer!) in
the summer heat at our well-stocked souvenir stall at Findern Fete
manning our stall and also to Tony Dale,
from Chesterfield and Brian Wilson within the RNLI’s Community Support Team who made educational and safety
material available for our use. Whilst this was, in our eyes, very much a timely opportunity to ‘push’ the ‘safety message’
I’m pleased to report we also sold £96 of souvenirs; took £30 from the raffle of a bottle of whisky (our thanks to Nick
Harpur of Harpur Coaches for providing that and to Martin and Dot’s son and daughter-in-laws’ dog Murphy, for ‘picking’
the winning ticket!) and received a further £56 in donations. A great event! In this same section, I should also record, with
our thanks, the total of £77 received from the members of Findern Women’s Institute following a talk given about the
work of the RNLI, at their meeting in October. The Branch Chairman and Vice-Chairman attended this meeting and met
Geoff Cutts, RNLI Education Presenter, who actually gave the talk and to whom we also pass on our thanks.
When I report that a total of £3,906 was raised through COLLECTIONS undertaken within the local communities covered
by the Derby Branch, it can be appreciated that, once again as a source of funds, they have constituted a significant part
of our fundraising in 2018. Our success in local collections obviously relies upon three factors; Securing the opportunities
to collect at various venues; our selfless volunteers who give so generously of their time to ensure we optimise those
invitations to collect, by manning them for the maximum possible time; and, equally as vitally, to all the customers at
those venues and the general public within our community who resonate with the RNLI and the services they provide.

Through Ian Beacock’s contacts, East
Midland Trains invited us back to Derby
Station last year, first hosting our MAYDAY
CAMPAIGN with a collection and sale of
“yellow wellie” badges and related
merchandise, overseen here (left) by
Committee Member Mandy Harris and
aided by others, raising £231 and £59
respectively and then, later in the year,
with our best ever total raised there of
£436 rolling in during our final collection in Sue Stanier and Ian Nicklin at our final
December! Thanks are extended to Ian, collection of the year at Derby Station
EMT, their staff, their customers and those of Cross Country Trains, along with
supporters of both Derby County and their opposing fans from coastal Swansea, who were in fine voice, and between
them contributed a great deal to the total whilst crossing over the station bridge to the match at Pride Park. Thanks, too,
to all our volunteers for donning Santa hats and braving the cold one more time to make this collection such a success.

We were pleased to be invited to collect at Tesco at both their Tesco Metro store in the city centre, in January, and at
their Mickleover store in June. These two collections raised a combined total of £920. Tesco’s tagline of “Every little
helps”© certainly did help us in our fundraising efforts, with the £703 raised on the single day in June being
acknowledged by the RNLI Community Support Team as being way above average for such a one-day store collection;
especially one located so far away from the coast! So, a huge thanks to Tesco, their staff, customers and our brilliant team
of volunteer collectors, including Harry Lightfoot and Martin Wyatt pictured above left.
We are indebted to the Park Farm Centre management for allowing us to stage a two day collection there in July which
once again yielded a tremendous result in this Allestree neighbourhood shopping centre of £709. The customers there
have always responded generously and warmly to our presence at Park Farm and we are very grateful to them for their
continued support, as we are to our tireless volunteer crew who turn out each year to help us, two of whom, Jean Large
and Sue Wightman are pictured above centre.
Garden Centres have become good focal points for us not only to collect vital funds, but also to allow us the opportunity
to interact with as many local people as possible and keep the aims and services of the RNLI firmly planted in their minds.
We were fortunate to be welcomed back in 2018 by the teams and customers of both the Wyevale Garden Centre in
Findern and Swarkestone Nursery, amazingly raising identical amounts of £203 at each venue! The photo, above right,
featuring Jean and Richard Dobson gives me the chance, here, to thank them both for the preparation of documents for
our Committee meetings. Then, particularly, our combined thanks go to Jean as without her especially persuasive powers
to engage with our local volunteers, many of our collections and sales opportunities would not be the successes they are.
Finally, and most significantly, our Flag Day held in June continued to be the mainstay of our collections, to our delight
exceeding the previous year’s
total by collecting a truly
magnificent £1,432. I think this
is a superb result for a one-day
street collection in the most
land-locked city in the country,
which Derby is! It came about
from a huge team effort. Some
of our volunteer collecting
team are pictured here,
including, right centre, Mr
Wally Watson who, at 96, was
our most senior helper
responding to the ‘shout’. Also
seen, left, is Gill Clay with the
character Zog who came across to help Gill for a while! It is great to report that as a result of Gill posting this photo on
social media, more donations were made direct to the RNLI in Poole. Thanks to all our collectors and people of Derby.

I am losing count of the number of occasions that I have been contacted by various individuals and entities seeking a local
contact for the RNLI via our BRANCH WEBSITE www.rnli-derby.org.uk These approaches have often led, directly, to
donations being made, arrangements being put in hand to hold collections or the sale of Christmas cards and souvenirs.
Before moving on further, therefore, I take this opportunity to reiterate my thanks to Alan Whitaker for his considerable
skill and the time he devotes to managing this key communication tool for our Branch. Alan keeps it regularly updated
with our fundraising activities within the Derby community in such an interesting style and manner and for publishing our
thanks to those people who have supported the RNLI in so many varied ways. Alan also keeps local media informed of
what the Branch is doing and makes sure we adhere to the requirements the local council puts upon us for stating results.
DONATIONS from individuals and entities alike to the RNLI, through our Branch, have increasingly proven to be the
lifeblood of our annual fundraising efforts. I am delighted to report that £4,942 was received this year from direct
donations – I am sure you will all agree a quite exceptional figure, equating to just in excess of 36% of our year’s total.
These have come both from sources who regularly and so loyally support the RNLI and as a result of new initiatives alike.
I referred earlier to the RNLI being nominated as ‘Charity of the Year’
by the Wednesday Coffee Club based in Etwall – and I’m sure that
the fact that two longstanding supporters of the Branch, Martin and
Margaret Darn, are also involved with that organisation may have
helped in that process. Such nominations are so important, greatly
appreciated and hugely valued and it was a privilege for the Branch
to be invited to be closely linked to the Club’s year-long fundraising
for the RNLI. As I’ve already stated, that year began in January with a
presentation to the Club’s members about the work of the RNLI. We
then assisted with putting arrangements in hand for ten Club
Members to visit the Exmouth Lifeboat Station in May. In October
we were invited to sell our Christmas cards and the year culminated,
in December, with a cheque for a fantastic £1,530 being presented to
the Branch! As a direct result of the visit made to Exmouth and the
story told by Tim Robinson (whose parents Noel and Anne are Club
members) and his experience with the Lyme Regis Lifeboat we were
specifically asked to split this donation, 50/50, between these two
Stations. Our sincere thanks go to June Lomas, Chairperson of the
Club and to all the members who were so hospitable and welcoming
on every occasion we met and for all their fundraising efforts during
the year.
The picture, right, shows branch supporters
Margaret and Martin Darn presenting an original
painting of the former Llandudno Mersey Class
Lifeboat that they generously offered as a raffle
prize as part of the Wednesday Coffee Club’s
fundraising activities. The lucky winner of this
lovely painting was Mr Noel Harrison, Tim’s father!
So, that was a very appropriate coincidence.
‘Every penny counts’ is one of the phrases we
often use and that adage becomes very evident
when you consider that a grand total of £347 was
put in our various donation buckets that we placed
on our card stalls at Belper, Park Farm, Derby
Railway Station, Melbourne and earlier in the year
at the Findern Fete. Knowing what this source of
donations alone amount to, it is plain to see that
the ‘pennies’ do, indeed, add up!

A very similar figure, £388, was received by way of various specific donations throughout the year, some small, some
larger, some from Branch Committee Members, some from Branch supporters - like Margaret Darn and Ron Payne and
some from our friends at the Model Boat Club. Again though, all donations, large and small all add up. So, for example,
the monies received by way of these last two ‘categories’ of donations alone will go more than half way to fund the
purchase of a full All Weather Lifeboat Volunteer’s Crew Kit.
We will all be aware of the role played by Grace Darling in the early days of the
RNLI but who would have expected that the story of Grace Darling, in musical
form, would come to the Guildhall Theatre in Derby? Because of the subject,
Clare Baggaley of locally based Open Road Productions (whose husband, Phil,
had written the songs and music) had approached the RNLI expressing the desire
for a proportion of the proceeds from the sale of the programmes to be donated.
The Branch was delighted to help them accomplish this! Clare and Phil were as
thrilled as we were with the fact that £210 was raised in this way from their six
show run at the end of June. All photos courtesy and © of Open Road Productions

Last year the members of The Old Denstonian Masonic Lodge held a dinner to
mark the installation of their new Worshipful Master, Michael Smith, and who, at
his invitation, made generous donations to his nominated charity, the RNLI, of
which Michael is a Governor Member. Many of those donations were made
under the Gift Aid scheme, and the final total raised from this one evening event
came to £510. We are extremely grateful for this generous support from the
Lodge and I was delighted to have the opportunity to express the RNLI’s
appreciation and thanks when I was invited to attend - see picture, right - one of
the Lodge’s subsequent meetings to receive a cheque for this amount.
A special mention should also be made of Di Silverwood who has continuously
supported our Branch, year on year, with donations from her legendary Summer
fetes in Chellaston. This year £310 was donated by those who, in turn, had
supported Di. Our thanks go to her for again facilitating this tremendous support.
We are not accustomed to the concept of our Committee member, Ian Beacock,
‘dressing down’ – all those who know Ian well always see him dressed smartly,
often sporting an RNLI tie to promote the cause at every opportunity – even on
his wedding day, but more of that later. We are especially grateful, therefore, to Ian and his colleagues at CrossCountry
Trains’ Birmingham headquarters for the £138 they raised as a result of a ‘dress down’ day Ian arranged there.
I must once again pay tribute to our loyal band of supporters known to us affectionately as ‘Curzon Lane & Associates’
who channel their support through our superb Treasurer and Box Secretary, Judy Jones. Collectively, they have donated
£432 to the cause over the course of the year as a result of their usual mix of notably imaginative initiatives ranging from
‘Dry January’ (for some!) to ‘Cooler December’ (for at least one!) and the sale of a wormery – now surely that’s a first!
Finally, in this section, I wish to thank The Derbyshire Angling Foundation from whom we netted a further superb
donation of £200 at the end of our fundraising year. Once again this has come about as a result of their annual ‘Les Rees
Memorial Trophy Match’ held in memory of their late friend. We are indebted to the Members and Les’s wife for their
continued support of the RNLI. From one ‘fishy tale’ to another……..

The Branch’s RNLI FISH SUPPER CAMPAIGN for 2018 was spearheaded by two initiatives. First, we are grateful to
Mr Nicko Zannetou, pictured here with some of his team, for allowing us to plaice a shoal of collection boxes at their six
local shops in Littleover, Heatherton, Sinfin, Stenson, Allenton and Spondon. The total reeled in from the kind support of
their customers was £100. A brill result! This is the first time they have helped us and I am very pleased that they’ve
indicated they’ll assist us again come the 2019 campaign. Second, Jean Dobson and Judy Jones caught on to an idea first
floated in the North-East to collect 5p coins in small jam jars in the months leading up to and during the campaign. It
became very competitive to see just how many 5p’s could be jammed into such small jars! With the support of many of
the Branch volunteers, families and friends a total of £105 was raised this way and I am grateful to Jean and Judy for
administering the logistics and doing the counting of all these fiddly small coins!
COLLECTION BOXES once again made such a valuable contribution to
the Branch’s Years’ total by raising £2,008, £300 up on last year. This
element of the Branch’s fundraising is so successful thanks to the
efforts of our Box Secretary Judy Jones, ably supported by Edie Green
in the Duffield and Belper area. Being a Box Secretary is all about
relationship building, often being the Branch’s and, therefore, the
RNLI’s sole interface with many pubs, clubs, societies, companies and
other organisations. The Branch is very fortunate to have Judy Jones
contribute so much to this role. I am conscious of the amount of time
Judy devotes to managing this key Branch activity and all the
travelling that this involves to maintain our contacts and, just as
importantly, do all the counts, bank the money raised and provide
receipts and Certificates of Thanks to our wonderful supporters.
Our thanks, therefore, go to our Box Hosts – we have over 30
placed throughout our area. It’s impossible to list them all
here in full but I will mention a few, starting with the story,
this year, of our ‘Top Box’……. The management team, staff
and, wonderfully, the customers at The Argosy have been
long-time, generous supporters of The RNLI. This support is
enthusiastically led by Argosy regular 'Bub' Hatton. When
Judy was invited to empty the pub's collection box, its
contents were further added to by 'Bub'. Incredibly, the box
total amounted to a stunning £638.80! However, more
incredible news was to follow.... the owners of The Argosy,
Mitchells & Butlers, with the fantastic support of Argosy
landlord Dan Johnson, added an additional, amazingly
generous donation of £500. So, Dan Johnson (1st left in the
photo to the right) and 'Bub' Hatton (2nd left) were delighted to present a cheque for a combined £1,138.80, to Judy and
Will. Incredibly, over the years, The Argosy have, one way or another, raised over £3,000 for the RNLI! Our thanks to all.

The box at The Waterside Café in Alvaston Park brought in a fantastic £171 with the one at The Ragley Boat Stop near
Barrow-on-Trent totalling £125. Those at The Jonty Farmer, The Exeter Arms and King William IV pubs contributed to our
magnificent year-end total with £103, £93 and £73 respectively. You can see, our boxes bring in significant and vital funds.
In 2018, the City of Derby Branch again received, on behalf of the RNLI, a total of £1,236 given as donations IN MEMORY
of loved ones by their families and friends. It is only right, therefore, that I take this opportunity to publicly offer the
RNLI’s sincere and humble thanks to everyone who made such donations in the memory of; Edna Parkes, Christine
Healey, Avril Keenan, Keith Turner, John Beards and the late Pat Brierley. I must also thank our Treasurer, Judy Jones,
who both handles all monies received in this way and is our contact with the funeral directors in our area. Judy manages
the Branch’s involvement in this aspect of support given to the RNLI in the most professional and sensitive of manners.
In addition to the above names I’ve also got to make reference to our own former
Treasurer and much missed friend, Betty Mitchell. In the annual review I
presented at last year’s AGM, I referred to Betty’s passing which happened in
January 2018. I also reported on how the RNLI ‘family’ had rallied round to ensure
that Betty’s long-standing support of the RNLI was duly recognised at that time. I
repeat, here, my thanks to the RNLI’s Rebecca Mallaband and CEO Paul Boissier
for their personal input into the charity’s acknowledgement of Betty’s service and
commitment to the work of the RNLI. The support they provided, along with that
offered by the RNLI at Region and, of course, from all within the City of Derby
Branch was, I know, greatly appreciated by all of Betty’s family, as was the fact
that Judy Jones, who took over the role of Branch Treasurer from Betty, was able
to attend Betty’s funeral service. The lovely photo of Betty appearing here was
printed on the Order of Service used at Betty’s funeral and the donations received
from Betty’s family and friends in her memory represents a significant proportion
of the total figure I’ve reported upon above. I thank all of them for the generosity
shown to the RNLI, just as I thank, once more, all of those who have remembered
their loved ones in this way.
Photo: Jol Mitchell

The Branch’s final fundraising campaign of 2018 was once again brilliantly led by Jean Dobson and we are indebted to
Jean and Richard for their tireless efforts and enthusiasm to ensure that there is a local point of contact for people to
purchase CHRISTMAS CARDS and other SOUVENIRS in support of the RNLI, and that we are represented at as many local
venues as possible to allow people to view the ranges at first hand. We recognise the hard work that goes into making
the selection, receiving and holding stock and planning to ensure that we consistently had a good range to show on our
stalls at Park Farm, Derby Railway Station, the Wednesday Coffee Club, Di Silverwood’s Christmas event in Chellaston and
in Melbourne and Belper. I am particularly pleased to report that this year, Jean, aided by her stalwart band of Branch
volunteers, generated an extraordinary total sales figure of £1,929, equating to £1,138 net profit towards the 2018 total.
Well done Jean and every member of her team and our thanks to all who contributed to making this campaign such a
resounding success. Shown, below, are (left) Tony Wrelton and Pauline Vernon at Park Farm and (right) Alf Wall with
Debbie Ingles from EMT’s Customer Service team at Derby Station. The centre image is the card ‘Home for Christmas’.

As a slight departure from previous years, I have saved the best until almost last – the grand total for the 2018 fundraising
year for the City of Derby Branch was – £14,765! I have deliberately left this result towards the end of the Review so that
you can see just how every aspect of fundraising or donations, whether large or small, has contributed to this truly
amazing total. As I’ve said earlier, every penny really does count.
As is now customary, my review of the Branch’s ‘year’ will conclude with an expression of thanks owed to so many.
However, before, commencing with those, it is at this point I want to highlight
one other ‘extra-curricular’ event that took place in 2018 which was, for two of
our Committee Members, without doubt the most important of the year. It is
lovely - and a privilege - to report here that Committee Members Ian Beacock
and Mandy Harris tied the knot - well, I had to try and bring something of a
nautical reference in somehow! They got married in October and fellow
Committee Members were both thrilled and delighted to wish them well in
what is the first ‘in-Branch’ wedding we’ve experienced! What a wonderful
highlight for Ian and Mandy’s year (and ours!) and on behalf of the Branch and
all Branch supporters I’d like to repeat our heartfelt congratulations to Ian and
Mandy, wishing the two of them all the very best for their future together. It is
only right that I also make special mention here that Ian and Mandy asked their
friends and families to donate monies to any of their three nominated charities
in lieu of wedding gifts. A fantastic sum of £442 was donated through them via
the Branch and additional donations were made direct to Poole. This is such a
typically selfless and generous gesture on both their parts and epitomises the
whole ethos that runs within the broader Lifeboats “family”. I should also
report that they visited a Lifeboat Station during their honeymoon! There’s
amazing dedication for you!
There is no doubt that the RNLI would not benefit to the extent it does without the assistance given to the Branch by our
very loyal Branch Supporters. We are extremely grateful to all of those who have been willing to help in our fundraising
efforts, in whatever way, be it at collections, the selling of cards and souvenirs or giving their support to other initiatives.
I would like to record the thanks and gratitude of the Branch to all those organisations in our area who have given the
Branch the opportunity to raise funds for the RNLI. Not only do these opportunities allow us to raise the vital funds to
keep the RNLI’s 24/7, 365 day a year emergency search and rescue service operational but we are also very conscious of
us being able, at collections and the like, to interact with members of the public, where we can talk about safety issues
relating to both coastal and inland waters. As a Branch, we are very conscious that we have a responsibility to contribute
to the valuable ‘education message’ the RNLI seeks to encourage in order to prevent incidents occurring in the first place.
Within my annual review, I always try to incorporate the phrase ‘Team Work, works’, something I believe in greatly, and
this year is no exception! The ethos of ‘Team Work, works’ is
no better displayed than within the work undertaken by the
Committee Members of the RNLI’s City of Derby Branch. My
thanks, therefore, go to each and every-one of my Committee
colleagues for all that you have done in supporting the work of
the Branch during 2018, the period covered by this review, and
since of course. To all those associated with the Branch, I hope
you will find it possible to continue with the support you give
to the City of Derby Branch and the RNLI. We all share a desire
to support the RNLI’s Lifeboat crews, Lifeguards, Flood Rescue
Teams along with the organisation’s other specialists in all that
Attendees at the Branch's AGM were shown a number of DVDs of varying
they do to help save lives. Saturday, June 1st is 2019’s Flag Day
aspects of the RNLI’s work and film taken during shouts on helmet cameras
and we would greatly appreciate any time you feel you could
give either at that event, or others, that we plan throughout the year. Details of forthcoming events and points of contact
are always available through our website at www.rnli-derby.org.uk or via any Committee member. Either they, or I, would
welcome any fundraising ideas you may have. My contact details can also be found on our website.

PLEASE NOTE: Once again, the cost of producing photocopies of this review document has been kindly donated. All photographs and illustrations
reproduced here have come from: private collections where their use has been granted; have been previously published by the RNLI or from a
source that is attributed. The Branch acknowledges all of these contributions with thanks and gratitude.

